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Abstract: The cause of sarcoidosis is unknown, and vitamin D is contraindicated to treat the condition. We therefore ask what causes sarcoidosis and why vitamin D can be dangerous for those so afflicted. We propose a contrary hypothesis: sarcoidosis is a physiological process of defense against cancer that requires the substrate vitamin D. We tested this hypothesis, finding many case reports involving sarcoidosis and cancer—further cases of cancer mimicry by sarcoidosis. Several reports describe spontaneous healing of cancer in the presence of sarcoidosis. In the context of the granulomas of sarcoidosis, monocytes are the site of vitamin D release. Furthermore, active vitamin D can control cancer cells by using the vitamin D receptors of the nucleus. That granulomas consistently do not caseate is explained as a confrontation with human molecules and the cancer cells’ complete absorption. The striking fact that granulomas of sarcoidosis mostly lack cancerous cells is interpreted as a result of a well-functioning sarcoidosis process. We view the typical sarcoidosis monocytic synthesis of active vitamin D as a successful defense against cancer: a theory we call the “endogenous program organizing cancer apoptosis” (EPOCA).
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Abbreviations and Terminology:
ACE: angiotensin-converting enzyme
EPOCA: endogenous program organizing cancer apoptosis
COSAC phenomenon: coincidence of sarcoidosis and cancer
Morbus Boeck: synonymous with sarcoidosis
etiology: synonymous with cause of disease
mimicry: imitation in biological image
passive vitamin D: 25-hydroxyvitamin D3, [25(OH)-vitamin D3]
active vitamin D: 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3, [1α,25(OH)2-vitamin D3]
VDR: vitamin D receptor

1. Background

1.1. History of Sarcoidosis

One hundred twenty years ago, the dermatologist Peter Boeck described nodular changes of the skin in his publication “Multiple Benign Sarcoidosis” (sarcoid = meaty).

He interpreted these symptoms as a result of systemic disease. Since then, these changes in the skin have been called “sarcoidosis.” Typically, sarcoidosis involves small bunches of cells that have been designated for the typical accumulation of granulocytes as a granuloma.

We found such clusters in different areas of the body, confirming the assumption of systemic disease. The original observations on the skin were raised, as the tip of an iceberg.

Today the cause of sarcoidosis remains unknown. Can this puzzle of medical science ever be resolved?

1.2. Vitamin D and Sarcoidosis

In the past decade, vitamin D has enjoyed increased attention. Monitoring vitamin D levels to help diagnose, prevent, and treat disease has increased enormously.

It is the task of science to identify the limits and possibilities of vitamin D. This leads to the question of toxicity and of an individual’s elevated risk at a natural vitamin D level. Those who take vitamin D need to know whether any contraindication exists for using vitamin D in the range of physiological vitamin D levels. As such a contraindication to the use of vitamin D solely sarcoidosis is called. Can taking vitamin D induce side effects in the naturally achievable range of the vitamin D level? An unrecognized sarcoidosis should always be considered in such cases as the possible cause of adverse effects of vitamin D.

All users of vitamin D eventually come to this question: “What happens at the biochemical level if we give vitamin D in sarcoidosis?” This is a variation of the first question: “What causes sarcoidosis?”

At the end of this paper we propose a theory, endogenous program organizing cancer apoptosis (EPOCA), that strives to answer these questions. EPOCA postulates that sarcoidosis could be a beneficial physiological response. The availability of vitamin D in the body is the limiting factor of a useful defense reaction. Any observed side effect of administering vitamin D in a case of sarcoidosis would then merely indicate the start of a useful self-cleaning program.
2. Definition and Method

**EPOCA Theory (endogenous program organizing cancer apoptosis)**

EPOCA consists of four principles:

1. Sarcoidosis is a physiological immune response that can always occur when malignant cells appear in the body.
2. Sarcoidosis can eliminate malignant cells and stop cancer at an early stage. The process is a spontaneous reaction that can protect the body from death by stopping the proliferation of malignant cells.
3. Sarcoidosis uses the active form of vitamin D to block the malignant cells biochemically and to destroy them by inducing apoptosis.
4. The availability of vitamin D is the limiting factor for this spontaneous defense against malignant processes.

Usually, EPOCA takes place unnoticed at the cellular level. If enough vitamin D is not available, a long-lasting dispute between malignant cells and monocytes will arise. In such a protracted struggle, this Process manifests macroscopically. Then sarcoidosis will be accompanied by the typical signs of the disease such as fatigue, fever, and the formation of larger granulomas. Step 1: 25-dihydroxy-vitamin D3 must be present as a substrate for monocytes.

Figure 1 shows the principle of our EPOCA hypotheses in 4 steps:
Step 1: 25-dihydroxy-vitamin D3 must be present as a substrate for monocytes.
Step 2: Monocytes convert 25-vitamin-D3 into the active metabolite 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3.
Step 3: Active 1,25-dihydroxy-vitamin D3 stops cellular proliferation via nuclear VDR target.
Step 4: Monocytes recycling a neoplastic cell resulting in a quick disappearance.

The steps 1, 2 and 3 represent the accepted knowledge of vitamin D, whereas step 4 represents our hypothesis.
The following statements are plausible refutations of EPOCA, which therefore complement the preceding definition:

1. Sarcoidosis may arise even without the presence of faulty cells.
2. Sarcoidosis cannot protect against the spread of faulty cells in the body in most cases.
3. Sarcoidosis cannot inhibit and kill defective cells.
4. Administering vitamin D confers no advantage in inhibiting faulty cells in a case of sarcoidosis.

Point 4 of these principles involves a change of perspective. Treatment with vitamin D has been contraindicated for sarcoidosis. According to EPOCA theory, the only relevant contraindication for vitamin D will become an indication for vitamin D. A moderate and controlled application of vitamin D should therefore help in sarcoidosis.

2.1. Method A: Coincidence of Cancer and Sarcoidosis

EPOCA theory postulates that sarcoidosis is a biological defense against cancer. We must determine whether any clinical case reports describe patients in whom cancer and sarcoidosis were detected simultaneously. Such a scenario is a necessary condition for EPOCA theory.
2.2. Method B1: Spontaneous Remission of Cancer in Sarcoidosis

EPOCA theory postulates that sarcoidosis is a biological defense against cancer. We must determine whether any clinical case reports describe patients in whom cancer, sarcoidosis, and spontaneous remission are observed simultaneously. Such a scenario would support EPOCA theory.

2.2.1. Method B2: Sarcoidosis and Cancer in One Place

EPOCA theory postulates that sarcoidosis is a biological defense against cancer. We must determine whether any clinical case reports describe patients in whom sarcoidosis and malignancy occur at one histological site. Such a scenario would support EPOCA theory.

2.3. Method C: Epidemiological Phenomena of Sarcoidosis

Does EPOCA theory explain all known epidemiological and clinical phenomena of sarcoidosis? What do we know about the characteristics of sarcoidosis?

A review of the medical literature yields the known properties of sarcoidosis. The phenomena described explain the object of EPOCA theory. The following are 12 epidemiological and clinical phenomena of sarcoidosis:

1. No carriers. All attempts to demonstrate microbial or viral pathogens as carriers were in vain [1,2].
2. Worldwide spread. Sarcoidosis is common all over the world, with an estimated incidence of 1% of the population [1,3].
3. All tissues affected. Sarcoidosis has been found in all organs. Even encapsulated tissue such as the brain [4,5] and eyes [6,7] may be affected.
4. Men younger than 40 and women older than 40 years. In men, sarcoidosis occurs more often in the first four decades of life. For ages over 40 years, however, more women are affected. Overall, the ratio between men and women is about 2:1.
5. Dark skin as a risk factor. The incidence of sarcoidosis in individuals with skin type 4–6 is 3.5 times greater than that for lighter skin types 1–3 [8-10]. The age-adjusted mortality was 12 times higher than in white people [11], and the radiographic stages of sarcoidosis were more advanced [12]. Also, a significant increase of mortality was reported for black females aged 55 years and older [13].
6. Age 30–40 years. The typical age for the development of sarcoidosis is between 30 and 40 years [14].
7. Northern latitude as a risk factor. Incidence of sarcoidosis is higher in the northern countries such as Iceland and Sweden [15,16].
8. Spontaneous limitation by healing. A spontaneous remission has been described in 30%–70% of patients [2,17]. Judson reported that an anti-sarcoidosis treatment was not necessary in 39% of patients [12].
9. Low mortality (3%). Only 3% of cases are fatal, although the disease can affect the whole body [17].
10. Noncaseating histology. Tuberculosis, for example, has the histological appearance of a caseating granuloma. A granuloma is a node of tissue with concentric shells of monocytes. In the histological center of tuberculosis always remains an amorphous substance that is not absorbed: “caseating granuloma.” By contrast, the typical histological appearance of sarcoidosis is a “noncaseating granuloma” [1].
11. Cancer mimicry. In many case reports, biopsy of a supposedly typical macroscopic cancer process revealed the histological diagnosis of sarcoidosis. By this phenomenon, sarcoidosis mimics cancer[18].
12. Accompanying fatigue syndrome. Patients with diagnosed sarcoidosis often suffer from severe exhaustion, or fatigue. This typical phenomenon has been the subject of clinical trials, so far without success [19].

2.4. Method D: Biochemistry of Sarcoidosis

Does EPOCA theory explain the biochemical phenomena of sarcoidosis? A new theory must explain the observed biochemical phenomena plausibly. What do we know about the biochemical phenomena of sarcoidosis? Sarcoidosis has three major biochemical characteristics:

1. Active vitamin D. The macrophages localized in the granulomas of sarcoidosis autonomously produce the active form of vitamin D (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3). The active form of vitamin D in the blood can lead to hypocalcemia and hypercalciuria [20]. This was why vitamin D was contraindicated for sarcoidosis.
2. Effect of cortisone therapy. Even a low-dose therapy with cortisone can cause regression of sarcoidosis [21].
3. Serum angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) as a marker. An elevated serum level of ACE protein is characteristic for acute sarcoidosis. After regression of sarcoidosis, ACE levels drop to normal [22]. ACE can raise blood pressure [23].

3. Results

Examination of EPOCA theory with the described Methods A–D

3.1. Method A: Coincidence of Cancer and Sarcoidosis

How often does sarcoidosis occur with cancer?

EPOCA theorizes that sarcoidosis is a biological response to neoplastic tissue. A frequent coincidence would support the theory.

We searched the National Library of Medicine’s PubMed database (pubmed.gov) with the following keywords: “neoplasia & sarcoidosis & case report”. We found 1244 hits, accounting for 14.3% of 8670 entries, of case reports found by the search term “sarcoidosis & case reports”. This means that approximately every seventh report shows the coincidence of cancer and sarcoidosis. The large number of case reports is an independent medical phenomenon that we call coincidence of sarcoidosis and cancer (COSAC).

3.2.1. Method B: Spontaneous Remission of Cancer in Sarcoidosis

EPOCA theory postulates a defense against cancer by sarcoidosis. Do any reports describe a spontaneous remission of malignant disease in the presence of sarcoidosis? We searched PubMed with the following keywords: “neoplasia & spontaneous sarcoidosis remission & case report”. This search yielded 12 publications:

2. Two cases of sarcoidosis–lymphoma syndrome [25]
3. Spontaneous resolution of a multiorgan sarcoidosis with malignant lymphoma [26]
4. Coincidence of seminoma and sarcoidosis: A myth or fact? [27]
6. Spontaneous regression of granulomatous mycosis fungoides in an HIV-positive patient [29]
8. Recurrence of sarcoidosis stage I after recovery [31]
10. Fatal clinical outcome in a patient with sarcoidosis–lymphoma syndrome [33]
11. Case records of the Massachusetts General Hospital. Case 4-2014. A 39-year-old man with night sweats and abdominal pain [34]
12. Coexistence of mediastinal adenopathies of different etiologies—case report [35]
13. Most of those described spontaneous remission in coincidence of a malignant disease with sarcoidosis (1–4,7,9,10,12). We address three of those cases here.

Literature Case Report 1

COSAC phenomenon: Bladder transitional cell carcinoma

A 60-year-old woman had rashes on her forehead. Eight months earlier the diagnosis of bladder cell carcinoma was confirmed. By histology, the skin rashes were proven sarcoidosis granulomas.

The patient was further treated with radiation and chemotherapy of bladder cancer. No changes of skin symptoms were evident during conservative therapy. Since the conservative therapy for bladder cancer did not succeed, surgery took place. Seven months after surgery sarcoidosis plaques disappeared [24].

From the perspective of EPOCA theory, this case report is a typical example of the COSAC phenomenon. The simultaneous occurrence of carcinoma and sarcoidosis is a condition for EPOCA theory. Sarcoidosis may be interpreted in this case report as a successful therapy support.

Literature Case Report 2

COSAC phenomenon: Seminoma

Another case report describes the occurrence of sarcoidosis during successful chemotherapy for seminoma. The authors assume that the breakdown of tumor cells induced by chemotherapy might cause the noncaseating granulomas during treatment. Noncaseating granulomas are typical of sarcoidosis [36].

From the perspective of EPOCA theory, tumor cells have been inhibited by sarcoidosis, which typically shows noncaseating granulomas.

Literature Case Report 3

COSAC phenomenon: Gingival cancer

A typical sign of sarcoidosis is an increase in serum ACE level. Hanibuchi and colleagues describe a patient with gingival carcinoma occurring with sarcoidosis [16]. The diagnosis of sarcoidosis was based on CD4⁺ lymphocytes from bronchoalveolar lavage and noncaseating granulomas in the transbronchial lung biopsy. Serum level of ACE increased. The patient was treated with low-dose prednisolone (30 mg daily). Serum ACE decreased to normal levels, which was evaluated as a success [37].

From the viewpoint of EPOCA theory: Carcinoma and sarcoidosis were observed together. The coincidence was not accidental because sarcoidosis followed the cancer. Both diseases decreased in
parallel, because sarcoidosis deleted the cancer cells. This phenomenon and the complete response support EPOCA theory.

3.3. Method C: EPOCA Theory and Known Phenomena of Sarcoidosis

Does a plausible explanation exist for the phenomena of sarcoidosis? We tried to use EPOCA theory to explain all 12 phenomena of sarcoidosis:

1. No carriers. EPOCA theory requires no external organisms or vectors of transmission, because it postulates an endogenous process. This assertion explains why all tests failed to detect pathogens as carriers.

2. Worldwide distribution. The global distribution of sarcoidosis can be explained by the worldwide spread of cancer.

3. All tissues. Because all tissues can develop cancer, the EPOCA phenomenon can also occur anywhere in the body.

4. Young men, older women. Many men younger than 40 years have particularly low vitamin D levels. Therefore, the EPOCA reaction is slower and less effective in a vitamin D–deficient man. In this way, more cases of sarcoidosis appear macroscopically. Many women older than 40 years have a vitamin D deficiency. Many women in this age group avoid direct sunlight and use cosmetics for sun protection. The EPOCA reaction is inefficient in women over 40 because vitamin D, as the substrate for an efficient and short EPOCA reaction, is lacking, leading to more cases of sarcoidosis.

5. Dark skin as a risk factor. People with dark skin in the northern latitudes have lower vitamin D levels. Therefore, the EPOCA reaction remains without adequate substrate and runs inefficiently and needs a long time to complete.

6. No incidence with age over 70 years. Vitamin D synthesis decreases with age. If someone older than 70 years experiences malignant cell growth, the EPOCA reaction can fail, increasing cancer mortality.

7. Northern latitude as a risk factor. Normally the endogenous EPOCA reaction starts at the cellular level, not appearing macroscopically. The higher incidence of sarcoidosis in northern countries occurs because of a long-lasting vitamin D deficiency, which delays the EPOCA reaction.

8. Spontaneous limitation by healing. A spontaneous healing is the physiological target of the EPOCA reaction. When this task is fulfilled, the program will self-terminate. The well-known spontaneous remission in many sarcoidosis cases points to the high efficiency of the program.

9. Low mortality (3%). Untreated cancer has a high mortality rate. The particularly low 3% mortality rate of sarcoidosis shows the high efficiency of the EPOCA process.

10. Noncaseating granulomas. Tuberculosis forms “caseating” granulomas. We assume that it is because the bacterial proteins are recognized as foreign and therefore cannot be recycled. By contrast, sarcoidosis granulomas are “noncaseating” because all structures in the center of the granuloma derived from the body’s own cells. These fragments of malignant cells in the center of sarcoidosis can be recycled completely. This explains why noncaseation is the classic histologic hallmark of any sarcoidosis.

11. Cancer mimicry. When neoplastic cells are spreading, the EPOCA response is needed to control these altered cells. The monocytes, surrounding the altered cells, have to enclose the diseased tissue in several layers. Sarcoidosis thus overlies existing cancer tissue. After the elimination of cancer cells, remaining macroscopically visible structures are identified as cancer mimicry. In cases where malignant cells are still detectable, this phenomenon reflects the COSAC phenomenon. This phenomenon in turn is a consequence of the EPOCA process.

12. Fatigue. When a patient suffers from a serious and persistent fatigue, the physician must either find neoplastic disease or exclude it as a cause. EPOCA theory also assumes that during sarcoidosis uncontrolled cell growth accounts for the exhaustion. Prolonged vitamin D
deficiency can be a second cause of fatigue in sarcoidosis. Sarcoidosis is almost always coupled with vitamin D deficiency for a reason: A sarcoidosis is macroscopically evident only when vitamin D is lacking. Otherwise, the problem would have been solved at the microscopic level. EPOCA theory interprets the long course of sarcoidosis as a result of persistent vitamin D deficiency. The association between vitamin D deficiency and fatigue is known in the literature as the acute syndrome of vitamin D deficiency. The proof of principle is provided by restoring normal vitamin D levels [38]. Vitamin D deficiency in sarcoidosis doubles the disadvantage: on one hand, the deficiency is responsible for the protracted course of sarcoidosis; on the other hand, fatigue—the typical sign of the acute syndrome of vitamin D deficiency—is more intense.

EPOCA theory suitably accounts for all 12 phenomena of sarcoidosis.

3.4. Method D: EPOCA Theory and the Biochemistry of Sarcoidosis

The following biochemical phenomena of sarcoidosis serve to check EPOCA theory:

1. Active vitamin D. The release of active vitamin D, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3, by monocytes involved in granuloma suppresses harmful activities of neoplastic cells.

2. Effect of cortisone. High serum levels of cortisone suppress intestinal absorption of calcium. In the next step, a low level of serum calcium causes a physiological counter regulation of calcium homeostasis. Parathyroid hormone transforms passive vitamin D into active vitamin D. With reduced intestinal calcium absorption, the organism has to increase this loop of activation. Therefore cortisone application results in an increased presence of active vitamin D. High levels of active vitamin D inhibit proliferation of neoplastic cells. In the context of EPOCA theory, administering cortisone supports the monocytes in their fight against neoplastic cells by increasing levels of active vitamin D. However, administering cortisone may not work if vitamin D is lacking. Whenever cortisone fails to treat sarcoidosis, low vitamin D levels may be the cause.

3. High levels of serum ACE. High ACE serum level is an accepted parameter for the activity of sarcoidosis. The body releases ACE in response to low blood pressure. The EPOCA process typically lowers blood pressure because the granuloma-forming monocytes produce large amounts of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3. Thus, a high serum ACE level is the physiological consequence of elevated levels of active vitamin D. Confirmation of this view can be confirmed or refuted by the simultaneous determination of ACE and VDX: The serum level of ACE is understood as a cheap indicator for the level of active vitamin D.

4. Discussion

In recent years, vitamin D research has dealt extensively with the effects of the hormonal vitamin D system in various diseases. Vitamin D has increasingly been found advantageous, whereas adverse effects at a natural vitamin D level could be excluded. The only exception to this rule so far has been the sarcoidosis disease. This condition is due to hypocalcaemia, resulting from high levels of active vitamin D. That is why vitamin D supplementation is contraindicated for sarcoidosis. This exception raises the old question of what occurs with sarcoidosis.

Whenever a scientific concept encounters an exception to the rule, we must find the reason. Albert Einstein could not accept that he would not see his face in a mirror moving at the speed of light. So he set out to change our perception of space and time. Does the exception for treatment with vitamin D open the door to a new system of understanding? This constellation of “rule and exception” could contain special information for how we perceive both sarcoidosis and vitamin D.
Therefore, we discuss the inverted perception, whether sarcoidosis may be useful for the organism and vitamin D could be helpful as well. If so, vitamin D could be applied with the intention to cure sarcoidosis. A physiological level of vitamin D could be of great value, because an inborn cellular program could destroy cancer cells much sooner in the course of disease.

4.1. The Unresolved Medical Issue

Sarcoidosis has been seen as a granuloma-forming disease of unknown cause. However, the triggering factor is unclear. A recent report of efforts to discover the etiology of sarcoidosis ends with the words “What is the cause of sarcoidosis?” [39].

4.2. Review

Infection

Some epidemiological data suggest an infectious etiology: activated macrophages can be detected in cells from bronchial lavage. In a normal immune response, infection activates these cells [40].

Toxins

Rose and colleagues observed that the bacterial toxins in aerosols resulted in granulomatous lung diseases [41].

Bacterial or Viral Causes

Although bacterial infection and sarcoidosis occasionally occur together, not a single microbial cause could be reproducibly defined. The PCR analysis confirmed that no evidence existed for a viral trigger [42].

Metal

Inhaling inorganic substances can induce sarcoidosis, as Rafnsson and colleagues reported [43]. Exposure to metals such as beryllium, titanium, aluminum, and zirconium is discussed as a trigger for sarcoidosis. The penetrance of risk is governed by two factors: genetic background and intensity of exposure [44-48].

Cancer and Sarcoidosis: An Unresolved Tension

The relationship between cancer and sarcoidosis has been explored by Safianowska and colleagues [49] and Dabrowska and colleagues [50]. Researchers led by Brinckerhoff, Alexandrescu, Caras, and Cohen showed the close relationship between sarcoidosis and various malignancies [51-54]. Bonifazi calculated the relative risk of cancer in a case of sarcoidosis as 1.19 RR [55].

However, no authors considered that sarcoidosis might be a physiological process. The statistical linkage between sarcoidosis and malignancy was tested and rejected by Seersholm and Ungprasert and their respective colleagues, because no increased risk was evident during observation [56,57].

Even so, such an approach cannot disprove EPOCA theory because EPOCA theory is not about a serial time sequence of the two diseases, but rather their simultaneous appearance. The authors illustrated the statistical fact that no increased risk of malignancy was evident in the “further course.” However, revealing the high protective power of sarcoidosis against cancer confirms the protective power of the EPOCA phenomenon. The contradiction between the authors’ opinion of elevated and normal risk can be explained if one considers the risk table of Bonifazi [55]. In the first 4 years after the
diagnosis of sarcoidosis, the relative risk (RR) for a discovery of cancer cells with 1.41 is the highest. Over the next 5 years, it drops to 1.31 RR. After more than 10 years, it is only 1.06 RR. Obviously, at an early stage cancer can still be detected, while the cancer cells are already resolved at a later time. For this explanation, EPOCA theory is supported by the analysis of various cancers. Cancers that are detected by a simple routine diagnostic in an early stage, such as skin cancer, leukemia, and Hodgkin’s disease have a higher relative risk of coincidence of greater than 2.0 RR. EPOCA theory postulates that a slight diagnostic access meets an early stage of the EPOCA process and succeeds in showing remaining malignant cells. Also, a cancer site that is difficult to access, such as pancreatic or prostate cancer, will not show malignant cells anymore: the relative risk for a coincidence drops to 1.1 RR.

Coincidence

More than 1000 case reports of coincident sarcoidosis and cancer (COSAC) reported in PubMed clearly indicate a structural relationship between the diseases. Another simple search of that database showed that every seventh sarcoidosis case report describes the coincidence of sarcoidosis with malignant disease. Even if these numbers are not statistically valid, the high numbers emphasize that a connection might exist.

Mimicry as a Key

EPOCA theory assumes that when sarcoidosis and cancer are both present, sarcoidosis can overcome the malignant cells. Histologically, the malignant cells would disappear and only the macroscopic structures of a locally invasive and metastatic cancer disease would remain. Our database research showed that such cases are described. These case reports appear in the medical literature as cancer mimicry by sarcoidosis granuloma. This “happy failed diagnosis” is always very impressive for treating physicians: The supposedly accurate diagnosis of cancer is revealed histologically as the harmless disease of sarcoidosis. Many reports of this phenomenon of mimicry exist. We call this phenomenon sarcoidosis mimicking malignant disease. Searching with the keyword string “sarcoidosis & mimicking & neoplasia & case report” yielded 109 results. We present 89 of them with a typical story of mimicking. This collection further confirms EPOCA theory [30,58-145].

Biochemistry of Cancer Defense

The Phenomenon of Vitamin D Activation

Patients with sarcoidosis present with higher serum levels of active vitamin D (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3) than healthy control subjects [146]. This phenomenon sometimes is accompanied by dangerous hypercalcemia [146]. Could this scenario be an advantage for the patient “suffering from sarcoidosis”?

Epidemiology

Epidemiological studies of Garland and Gorham and their colleagues support these findings at the molecular level. The presence of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 can reduce the risk of breast or colon cancer [147,148]. Is this active form of vitamin D detectable in the cells of sarcoidosis?

Detecting Active Vitamin D

Adams and colleagues examined primary cultures of pulmonary alveolar macrophages. The researchers confirmed that granulomatous cell clusters of sarcoidosis produce 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin
D3 [20,149]. Characteristic for sarcoidosis is the increase in macrophage activity in the granulation tissue. The macrophage activity increases synthesis of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 [150-152]. Are the monocytes responsible?

Monocyte Power

Monocytes are the only known cell type releasing active vitamin D, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3, in such high concentrations that a biochemical blockade of DNA replication occurs in neoplastic cells [153]. The uniquely high levels of active vitamin D in sarcoidosis tissue lead to EPOCA theory’s assumption of a natural process of production. Is this production correct localized?

Location

The concentrated activity of monocytes gathered in precisely these areas may represent useful purpose [154-156]. What exactly is the function of active vitamin D?

Effect

According to EPOCA theory, active vitamin D (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3) acts as a natural molecule of defense against cancer and inhibits the development of early stages of malignant cells on the path of transformation to malignancy. What happens at the genetic level?

Defense against Cancer by Gene Regulation

The defense reaction takes place by a genomic effect. Through the vitamin D receptor (VDR), active vitamin D affects the expression of proliferation genes, thereby suppressing growth and metastasis. Finally, active vitamin D upregulates those genes that trigger apoptosis and autophagy [155,157,158]. Can active vitamin D stop malignant cells?

Active Vitamin D and Cancer

Furthermore, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 selectively regulates cell proliferation, inducing cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in malignant cells. Active vitamin D suppresses cell adhesion molecules and growth factors that may promote metastasis. These effects are mediated by active vitamin D’s genomic effect via the nuclear VDR. These receptors are present on many cells of the body. Moreover, active vitamin D can modulate the immune reaction of immune cells. It is believed that it potentiates the response of the innate immune system. Active vitamin D also regulates cancer-associated autophagy, which is important in preventing tumor growth in vivo [54]. Moukayed and Grant recently showed these mechanisms linking 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 and cancer prevention [157,158]. Are these processes detectable at the cellular location of sarcoidosis?

System Monitoring

Together with the fact that the nuclear receptors are expressed for 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 in many cells of the human body [159], we postulate that the synthesis of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 is a mechanism of self-defense. It is used in all tissues of the body, to protect against emerging cancer cells or metastases. Do we have to reassess sarcoidosis?
No fail of nature

From the EPOCA point of view, the synthesis of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 by macrophages in sarcoidosis tissue is no fail of nature. Rather, it is a useful program to defend against cell transformation in these places. Can we use animal models to confirm this assertion?

Cellular biochemistry of active vitamin D

Evidence from *in vitro* studies and *in vivo* animal models shows that 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 blocks cellular transformation and protects against metastasis in cancer [160,161].

4.4. Paradigm shift

Why have cancer cells not yet been recognized as a cause of sarcoidosis? Only a short acquisition time exists from malignant transformation to sarcoidosis reaction. EPOCA theory assumes that malignant cells already have killed, dissolved, and removed these sarcoïd cells without any residues. This effectiveness has led to a fundamental misunderstanding of sarcoidosis as a disease. How could this misinterpretation persist for more than 100 years?

Conflated Cause and Effect

Imagine this scene from everyday life: Arriving at a street crossing, you find it blocked with more than 100 police officers. You start to become impatient. Later, you report that “police hindered the traffic.” That the presence of many police officers resulted in the arrest of many criminals is not apparent to you. You could even make a further mistake, concluding that too many police officers are working in the city. Finally, you could argue to reduce these police forces. This scenario describes the widespread fallacy of medical science’s conventional approach to sarcoidosis.

EPOCA: Physiological rather than Pathological

EPOCA theory is opening the gateway to a paradigm shift. Sarcoidosis is no longer a “dysfunction” of monocytes, but rather a desirable healthy reaction against the proliferation of tumor cells. Sarcoidosis has been classified as a disease because the EPOCA mechanism was not recognized.

Sarcoidosis as a Sign of Healing

The view that sarcoidosis indicates healing is supported by a recent case–control study of Steinfort and colleagues. In patients with lung cancer treated by surgical resection, sarcoidosis tissue was detected in local lymph nodes in association with a lower rate of cancer recurrence [162]. EPOCA theory explains the synthesis of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 in sarcoidosis granulomas an endogenous chemotherapy against the development of tumor cells.

Fall of the Last Contraindication for Vitamin D

Confirming EPOCA theory would mean that the use of vitamin D loses its last and only contraindication. Instead, vitamin D could be allowed for treating sarcoidosis by gradual application. However, the risk of hypercalcemia should be monitored in any case. This risk was explored in a randomized controlled trial with 250,000 IU of vitamin D resulting in a rise of the mean vitamin D level and one case of hypercalcemia in 13 cases (7%) [163]. Bolland concluded “little indication” for vitamin D in a case of sarcoidosis; however, the effect on the course of sarcoidosis was not reported. Kamphuis concluded that vitamin D should be supplemented in case of deficiency [164]. Indeed, reports exist in which applying vitamin D showed an unexpected improvement over many months of ending
sarcoidosis. Even cases of successful tumor regression after vitamin D application have been reported [165].

Novel Cancer Therapy

The regression of cancer caused by the release of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 could lead to a new class of cancer therapies. The target is to provoke a sarcoidosis response against a malignant process. This approach probably represents one of the most effective therapeutic options because it uses an existing biological system. Vitamin D is the key for starting this system of EPOCA.

Novel Cancer Prevention

Vitamin D deficiency is associated with increased mortality in Germany. We calculated an associated mortality rate of 18,000 lives lost each year [166]. The EPOCA theory submitted here is one causal explanation for this large number. Without enough vitamin D, the substrate for the blockade of cancer cells is lacking. Therefore, administering vitamin D can be regarded as an effective measure to prevent cancer.

Mental Obstacles to EPOCA Theory

The essential ideas of EPOCA theory were presented at the 4TH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON VITAMIN D AND ANALOGS IN CANCER PREVENTION AND THERAPY in Homburg (Saar) in 2011 [18]. Another presentation followed on the Vitamin D Update 2013 congress in Berlin [165,167]. The EPOCA hypothesis concerns several practice areas of medicine. The first area is pulmonology, whose practitioners treat sarcoidosis patients. We must also consider the oncologists who diagnose and treat cancer. The third area covers the vitamin D researchers who investigate the relationship between vitamin D and cancer defense.

Even in modern science new findings can remain hidden for a long time because they arouse negative emotions. Having researchers leave their traditional working area and invade neighboring areas can be burdensome. Therefore, the interdisciplinary perspective of EPOCA theory involves additional stress for those who deal with it. Everyone is inclined to quickly retreat to his own comfortable territory: it is difficult to publish scientific statements concerning a neighboring area.

A second stress arises, through a problematic change in the patient’s perspective. When the EPOCA theory is presented to sarcoidosis patients, they face the idea of uncontrolled cell proliferation: “Cancer” causes the sarcoidosis symptoms. This new perspective is not trivial. The physician should moderate the psychological stress for the patient with facts. First, the prognosis of sarcoidosis with 97% healing is an excellent response. According to EPOCA theory, this observed reaction is a reliable physiological work. It is a psychological advantage of EPOCA theory that it eliminates the anxiety over a mysterious disease. The result of this talk is a prospect of a cure in the near future. It is most important that this understanding give a new and successful approach to therapy.

So far, the therapeutic success with the preferred cortisone therapy has been inconsistent. The reason for this is attributed to the lack of perception of vitamin D levels. In EPOCA theory, vitamin D is an essential component of healing and shortening the course of sarcoidosis.
Even if the sarcoidosis patient is confronted with the idea of a malignant disease, it is helpful to know that the cause of this disease is clarified and that a manageable solution to the chronic course exists. How could a doctor communicate the confirmed diagnosis of sarcoidosis? We compiled our ideas in the following draft touching all four important aspects.

**How to Communicate the EPOCA Diagnosis to the Patient?**

Imagine that there is a physiological response to a disease!
1. “I have good news about your health. Your body is showing the symptoms of a so-called sarcoidosis. By reacting this way, your body has proven that it is strong enough to recognize a potential danger and to fight with its natural defenses.”
   There is a known cause.
2. “This disease is characterized by the presence of precursors of a disease characterized by the abnormal growth of cells. Sarcoidosis keeps these cells from proliferating and harming you.”
   There is a good prognosis.
3. “The defense of the body is strong enough to overcome these defective cells in 97% of cases.”
   There is an efficient therapeutic support.
4. “In this defense of the faulty cells, the body needs the right amount of vitamin D—not too little and not too much. With vitamin D the body is supported and the time of curing is shortened. Treatment with vitamin D results in a further increase of the mentioned success rate of 97%.”

Our discussion of EPOCA therapy shows the biochemical relationships between the disciplines. EPOCA theory is a plausible explanation for all the features of sarcoidosis. With a readily available substance such as vitamin D physicians may assist the physiological process. We see the beginning of a new field of oncological research with the task of initiating the EPOCA reaction after cancer diagnosis.

**5. Conclusions**

EPOCA theory sees sarcoidosis as a physiological response to cells with unphysiological growth. This are the four items of this hypothesis:

A) Case reports of coincidence of neoplasms in connection to sarcoidosis amount to 14% of all case reports of sarcoidosis and underline the connection. The known mimicry of cancerous structures by sarcoidosis could be due to the successful overlay of existing cancer cells.

B) All known phenomena of sarcoidosis were reviewed and can be explained in the new context: The pathognomonic “lack of caseation” in the histological picture is based on the full absorption of the body’s own material. The pattern of the epidemiologic spread of sarcoidosis corresponds to the distribution of the vitamin D deficiency. In the absence of vitamin D the physiological process of sarcoidosis is weaker, longer and more evident to the eye of the doctor.

C) The biochemical forces of active vitamin D are suitable to inhibit growth. Monocytes releasing active vitamin D can induce apoptosis of malignant cells.

D) There could be a shift in the understanding of an un categorized medical phenomenon: Sarcoidosis is no longer a pathological but a physiological response. This changes a basic medical paradigm: The patient’s sarcoidosis was a contraindication for application of vitamin D. This paradigm changes to an indication for vitamin D. Vitamin D however should be applied cautiously under control of serum creatinine and serum calcium levels. Furthermore a new class of cancer therapy might arise.
from the concept of sarcoidosis as a helpful process when a cancer disease is present. For existing sarcoidosis, one can expect a shorter course of disease.

If confirmed, EPOCA theory would justify an uninterrupted supply of vitamin D to prevent cancer. In all countries whose populations lack vitamin D, appropriate structures should be created to allow people to monitor their own vitamin D levels. In case of deficiency, a suitable substitution should be managed.

Further studies with the aim of a curative application of vitamin D for sarcoidosis are suggested under four conditions:

1) A continuous weekly monitoring of calcium and creatinine and
2) A medication of 5 mg of Prednisolone for the phase of elevated serum-ACE
3) The physician’s consciousness for the coincidence of sarcoidosis and neoplasia
4) A careful titration of vitamin D3 especially in the ascent from 10 to 20 ng/ml
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